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Executive Summary 

 The goal of this project is to promote sustainable living practices in and around Western’s 

campus.  In order to make sustainable change on campus people need to be thinking about their own 

day to day actions that have a negative effect.  The negative effect that the project focused on was the 

use and waste of plastic bags.  The first part of the project was to come up with an easy method of 

fusing plastic.  Once that was accomplished multiple bags were created to showcase during the 

demonstration portion.  The demonstration took place at the Sustainabilibash at the Gibbs House on 

April 15.  During the event I was able to talk with people about waste and sustainable practices.  The 

project was successful in the goals it set out to accomplish.   I now have a list of contacts that are either 

interested further in the craft or know someone else who does it. 

Introduction 

 For students and faculty in the Environmental Studies department, sustainable practices are a 

more common occurrence then other departments.  Even then not all Environmental Studies majors are 

living their life sustainably.  Student life on Western Michigan University’s campus is not currently 

centered on sustainability practice.  Awareness is very low overall within the student body.   

 The problem I centered on was plastic bag waste.  Americans use around 1 billion shopping bags 

a year creating 300,000 tons of landfill waste (“Clean Air Council”).  The cloth groceries bags is a trend 

that has picked up speed but it still leaves already used plastic bags piling up to be thrown in the trash.  

People are creative and have come up with multiple ways to reuse their old bags.  There are many 

methods such as crocheting strips of bags, to fusing the plastic together to create a fabric.  I focused on 

fusing the plastic as it is the easiest and quickest method of reusing the bags.  I will get to that later on. 

 The purpose of the project was to demonstrate the method of reusing plastic bags to western 

students.  The demonstration took place at Sustainabilibash on April 15 at the Gibbs House.  It was just 

one of the many attractions that brought people to the event.  The original audience of the project was 

Western students.  However during the event students, faculty, and community members alike stopped 

at my booth.  It brought more community interaction then I was expecting, which was a nice bonus. 

 On January 1, 2008 Western Michigan University signed the Talloires Declaration.  By doing so 

WMU committed to incorporating sustainability in all areas on campus.  My project was designed to be 

a small step in helping people become more sustainably aware which will help further support for 

campus wide sustainable practices and programs.  People generally understand the impact their 

wasteful actions can have but do not know enough on how to change or come up with a solution. 

Methodology 



 The materials needed for the experimentation and demonstration are as follows: 

 Plastic Bags 

 Parchment Paper 

 Iron/ironing surface 

 Scissors 

 Scotch Tape 

 Sewing Machine 

 Before I could even think about the demonstration I had to research and try out different 

methods to determine the easiest way to teach people.  The World Wide Web is a very good source to 

look up craft projects methods.  I was able to find an etsy blog that had a fusing plastic bag tutorial.  

From there I just started trying to fuse bags together.  Attached in Appendix 4 is a how to guide for 

creating the bag but I will focus on a few points here.  In the fusing of the bag you always want the ink 

side facing inwards in case of smearing or leaking that could occur from being heat up.  Unless there is 

really thick plastic bags you want to always make sure that there is around 8 layers of plastic (4 bags) 

that you are fusing together.  It is also always smart to fuse the plastic in a ventilated room but should 

not release any toxic fumes as the plastic isn’t burning.  During the process of testing out bag creation 

methods I was in contact with people at the Office for Sustainability.  I signed up for a table at the 

Sustainabilibash at the Gibbs House.  From there I was able to demonstration and talk with people about 

sustainable practices. 

Discussion 

The whole process was very enlightening.  It is truly amazing the ideas people have.  Learning a 

sustainable practice and teaching others about it is necessary if we are going to create any change 

whatsoever.  The people I was able to talk with were very interested in the process and I even took 

down names so I could send out a how to guide as seen in the appendixes. 

Limitations and Future Work 

As my booth at the open house was indoors I did not have as many people walking by as I would have 

liked.  If I were to do it over I would have created a sign to place outside to draw people in.  Another 

limitation of the project is that it involves sewing.  Sewing is not a hobby for everyone and can even 

scare some people away.  For any kind of future social learning demonstration, the activity should 

involve more basic techniques.   

 

 



Conclusion 

The project was a success in that it brought about interaction and conversation with people about 

sustainable practices.  I could not have asked for a better event to demonstrate at as the whole day was 

about sustainable living. 
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Appendixes 
 
Appendix 1 My Contact Information 
Caitlin Prior 
269.430.1226 
Caitlin.n.prior@wmich.edu 
 
Appendix 2 Contact List: 
Harold Glasser:  Executive Director for Campus Sustainability 
Harold.glasser@wmich.edu 
 
Matt Hollander: Coordinator of Sustainability Projects 
 matthew.f.hollander@wmich.edu 
 
Nichole Tramel Gibbs House Fellow/Sustainabilibash Coordinator 
 nichole.a.tramel@wmich.edu 
 
The following people were essential in the creative process and could be reached at Field’s Fabrics 
269.383.4211 
Penny Dunham 
Connie Prior 
Chasity Hambright 
 
I would also like to thank all my classmates, friends, family and coworkers who donated their plastic 
bags.  Without them the project would not have been a success. 
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Appendix 3 Photos 
The Tote Bag: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Demonstration Table at Gibbs House: 

 
 
 



Appendix 4 How To Guide 
 

How to Make Your Own Reusable Bags 

Materials: 
Plastic Bags, Scissors, Iron/ironing board, Parchment Paper, Tape, Sewing Machine 

  
Procedure: Bag Base 
Step 1: Lay bag flat and cut off the handles and bottom seam (save handles!) 
Step 2: Open up and fold inside out so the ink is on the inside 
Step 3: Repeat 15 more times 
Step 4: Put a layer of parchment paper on your ironing board and heat up iron to the cotton with no 
steam 
Step 5: Take 8 bags and create two piles of 4 with the edges 
of the bags overlaying about 1.5inches  
Step 6:  Place a sheet of parchment paper to cover the bags. 
Step 7: Swipe the iron at a normal speed across the plastic 
around 10 times. 
Step 8: Do an extra swipe or two across the middle seam where the plastic is overlaying. 
 (Do not be alarmed if the plastic shrinks while ironing) 
Step 9: Carefully peel back the parchment paper and flip the bag over and repeat Step 6 and 7 
Step 10: Test edges of the bag for peeling and do some “touch up” ironing if need be 
 (Do not keep the iron in one place as it will instantly create holes in the “fabric”) 
Step 11: Repeat steps 5-10 
Step 12:  Now you can straighten out the 3 sides that will be sewn together. 

(You can leave the top side as is or if you want to straighten it out, cut it straight and fold it over 
at least half an inch and sew over it to reinforce it) 

Step 13: Sew the 3 edges, making sure to backstitch, with a 3/8ths inch seam 
 
Procedure: Handles 

Now you can do the same process as above and create a long piece of plastic fabric to create 
handles but doing the following makes it sturdier but takes more time. 

Step 1: Take all the handles you saved and lay them flat 
(You may need to cut more if you want longer handles; I used handles from 30 bags to create 
the ones seen in the picture) 

Step 2: Using small pieces of tape create strands of 5 handles.  You will need 6 strands per strap so 12 
total. 

Step 3:  Tie off the top end of 6 strands and make 3 clumps of 2 strands.  Braid 
the pieces together and tie off the ends 

Step 4: Repeat step 3 to create second strap 
Step 5: Lay the braids on top of the parchment paper and cover with another 

layer.  With the iron slowly press down across the length of the braid.  
Flip and do reverse side of braid as well. 

 (Make sure to press down on the knot as well!) 
Step 6:  Once the braids are cool, carefully hand or machine stich them to the bag in desired location. 
 
 


